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For almost everyone, the year 2020 
has certainly presented obstacles to 

our normal tasks and social gatherings. 
So it was that CSAA, like many Chris-
tian organizations, found that an on-
line fall program off ered the best hope 
of  sharing our message. Blessed with 

someone on our team 
with expert comput-

er skills, the appro-
priate programs 
were selected to 
make the event 
possible and pro-
fessional. When 

David Coppedge 
of  southern Cali-

fornia agreed to be our 
speaker, we were so pleased! 

All the pieces of  the organizational 
puzzle had fallen into place. One ben-
efi t of  an on-line event, we discovered, 
was that people from as far away as 
Ontario and B.C., were able to en-
joy the program. David Coppedge’s 

theme for his presentation “Creation 
is Awe Inspiring” was Psalm 33:8. “Let 
all the earth fear the Lord, let all the 
inhabitants of  the world stand in awe 
of  him.” Our speaker began his pre-
sentation by suggesting that Christians 
see the wonders of  creation around 
them but do not always refl ect on their 
signifi cance. When we give proper em-
phasis to the doctrine of  creation, he 
said, we fi nd that it provides a reason 
for worship, a foundation of  doctrine, 
a source of  wonder, a reason for hope 
in suff ering, and insights into where 
the battle with secular thought car-
ries us today. Among that list, David 
Coppedge chose to discuss how the 
wonder of  creation turns our out at-
tention to God.

Keeping in mind that we are all 
interested in our own bodies, David 
Coppedge fi rst called our attention to 
the marvelous capabilities of  the hu-
man body. First of  all, he showed us 
images of  the World’s Highest Resolu-
tion Computer Display at University 
of  California, San Diego. This ma-
chine processes 10 gigabits per second 
and displays 315 

Continued on page 3

Pterosaurs (Greek pteron and sau-
ros, meaning “wing lizard”) are 

constructed from a combination 
of  the characteristics of  mammals, 
birds and dinosaurs with one of  the 
weirdest looking beaks possible add-
ed on. This example points to the 
problem of  taxonomy, the science 
of  classifying life. Pterosaurs fl y like 
birds and can fl ap their “wings” like 
a bird. They also 
can soar like an 
eagle using bat-
like wings made 
from a fl ap of  skin 
stretched between 
their body and a 
long fourth fi nger 
called the wing 
fi nger. They also 
have many body 
traits like dino-
saurs. For this reason, they are 
often referred to as fl ying dinosaurs, 
or dragons of  the air (Unwin, 2006, 
p. 2). Ironically, they are classifi ed as 
reptiles likely because birds suppos-
edly evolved after them.

Pterosaurs were fi rst discov-
ered in 1784 in the German Soln-
hofen limestone quarries. This is 
the same location where another 
strange creature, Archaeopteryx, origi-
nally identifi ed as a pterosaur, was 
found (Clarey, 2015, p. 66). Twenty-
nine pterosaur species, over 26% of  
the 110 pterosaur species currently 
known (in about 85 genera), have 
been found in Solnhofen limestone 
quarries alone.

Continued on page 4
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I remember suggesting to one of  my pro-
fessors, when I was at university, that 
a certain course would be a waste of  

my time since I had already studied that 
topic. He suggested that there might be 
more to learn and he was right, of  course. 
In fact, there is always more to learn on 
any topic. That is why we hear so much 
about life-long learning. We don’t want to 
atrophy (dry up) mentally or physically. It 
is important to keep developing our skills. 

Naturally in everything we learn, we 
have to be cautious. We don’t want to 
plant desert-loving plants in a wet area of  
the garden, or do stretches the wrong way, 
nor do we want to acquiesce to wrong in-
terpretations in science, or history or phi-
losophy or whatever.  This does not mean 
we stop reading! What it means is that we 
apply critical thinking skills to our various 
pursuits. 

That reminds me of  a recent science 
story. Some people may remember the 
excitement in the scientifi c world that was 
generated by the publication of  the EN-
CODE II study of  the human genome 
in 2012. An international consortium of  
hundreds of  scientists had boldly pub-
lished the statement that the human ge-
nome (the 3.2 nucleotides that make up 
the total DNA in the cell) was 80% or 
more functional. What they meant was 
that 80% or more of  these billions of  
nucleotides provides information for the 
production of  materials or processes that 
are important to the success of  the cell. A 
lot of  scientists were very annoyed about 
this statement because they had been in-

sisting that the cell was full of  junk DNA 
left over from a long evolutionary process. 
Junk DNA and functional DNA were 
ideas that contradicted each other.

Many scientists were not interested in 
critically evaluating their evolutionary 
views in light of  the new data. Recently 
however the ENCODE consortium has 
published an update. The results of  EN-
CODE III are a confi rmation and expan-
sion of  their previous results. So, if  one 
wants the rest of  the story about junk 
DNA see https://crev.info/2020/11/
encode-iii-junk-dna/

The point is that we must be critical 
consumers of  information. Are the inter-
pretations based on dubious assumptions, 
or conclusions that go beyond the data, 
or are they something that one might 
provisionally keep in mind as reasonable. 
The book No Christian Silence on Science pro-
vides an in-depth approach to critically 
evaluating scientifi c claims. And there 
is a new advocate on the scene, Patricia 
Engler of  Answers in Genesis Canada. 
She has a blog called CT Scan [Critical 
Thinking Scan]. See her recent excellent 
discussion on evolutionary trees.  https://
answersingenesis.org/blogs/patricia-en-
gler/2020/11/04/evoltionary-tree-dia-
grams-part9/

by
MoxieCheck-up Time

The Importance of Critical Thinking
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Continued from Page 1
million pixels. Computer fans will know that this is im-

pressive, the equivalent of  150 high defi nition computer 
screens. But we should be even more impressed that our 
eyes are vastly superior (and so small!) Each eye   displays 
the equivalent of  576 million pixels (and we have two of  
them!) The wonders of  the eye do not stop there, of  course. 

David Coppedge also reviewed the remarkable details of  
the crystalline lens in each eye, and other features promot-
ing perception.

As if  we weren’t already impressed enough with human 
anatomy, David Coppedge reviewed details of  our inner 
ears, teeth, the spleen and appendix, and amazing details 
of  our feet. It is certainly remarkable the things that people 
can achieve through use of  their feet. One expert remarked 
that the human foot is a biomechanical masterpiece. The 
springy tendons in our feet are an exceptional feature that 
humans share only with horses and kangaroos! As a result 
of  this capacity, endurance running is unique to humans 
among primates and such endurance is uncommon even 
among four footed mammals. In view of  the impressive 
design features of  the human body, we should perhaps em-
phasize fi tness and the enjoyment of  our conferred apti-
tudes in our lifestyle. 

For a change of  pace, David Coppedge proceeded to 
discuss the blessings and wonderful features of  plants. We 
heard about mycorrhizae (fungal threads in the soil) which 
connect forest plants enabling them to share nutrients and 
signals concerning causes of  stress such as attacks by para-
sites. One plant in India, the drumstick tree (Moringa oleifera) 
sounds almost too good to be true. Products from this tree 
disinfect water, fertilize soil, provide good human nutrition 
and help fi ght parasitic infections. What a gift to the people 

of  India.
After providing a few highlights from animal design, we 

came to a discussion of  the living cell. Originally, David 
Coppedge pointed out, scientists had considered that living 
processes in the cell came merely from chemical reactions. 
But now we know that life processes come from precisely 
shaped machines that do real work. One of  the most amaz-
ing such machine is called ATP synthase. This machine 
exhibits about 6000 revolutions per minute and is almost 
100% effi  cient in its use of  energy.

 This machine is extremely small, even by standards of  
molecular machines in cells. It consists of  a base which 
revolves around a short stalk. At the top of  the stalk are 
3 pairs of  pie shaped pieces with special grooves between 
each pair. Protons (hydrogen nuclei) rush into the base forc-
ing it to revolve. At the top, within the special grooves, ad-
enosine diphosphate and inorganic phosphate are pushed 
together as the whole thing rotates. The product ATP has 
a high energy bond from which energy can be released to 
drive all the processes of  the cell.  There are quadrillions 
of  these machines in the human body and life of  any sort 
could not exist without them. (This is a chicken and egg 
example of  a problem for evolution. How did this totally 
necessary machine come about before there were these ma-
chines to provide the energy?)

Lastly Mr. Coppedge provided us with a glimpse from 
space which demonstrates how insignifi cant we are. The 
more we look into space, the more we discover there is to 
see. How great is our God who made and controls it all! 

Having inspired us all with his insights into nature, Da-
vid Coppedge then answered questions on such topics as 
earth’s magnetic fi eld. He also discusses this issue, which 
has implications for the age of  the earth, in Spacecraft Earth 
coauthored with Henry Richter, and in discussions on Cre-
ation Evolution Headlines listed under physics for December 

11/18, October 
2/19 and June 
10/20. 

So CSAA’s 
experiment with 
on-line technol-
ogy went very 
well! Next year 
maybe we can 
go back to an 
in-person event, 
but it is still good 
to know how to 
enjoy and utilize 
the benefi ts of  
technology! 

CREATION
WEEKEND 2020
On-line and Inspirational
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Pterosaurs are the largest known fl ying animals that have 
ever lived. Most of  them were about the size of  a large 
bird, but some had wingspans up to 15 meters (over 45 feet) 
long and heads as large as a small automobile. They were 
excellent fl yers, and from a distance looked like large birds. 
Even though pterosaurs had a long alligator like snout, 
they were in some ways more similar to birds than to al-
ligators or any other reptile. For example, like birds, their 
bones were air-fi lled and hollow, some with walls as thin as 
playing cards. Thus, their fossils do not lend themselves to 
preservation; nevertheless, they have been found all over 
the world. Enough fossils have been preserved to determine 
that there were as many as 110 diff erent species. They even 
had a keeled breastbone, required for the attachment of  
fl ight muscles, and an enlarged brain that indicates they 
had the specialized features required for fl ight. Like mam-
mals, their bodies and parts of  their wings sported dense 
coats of  fi ne hair fi laments called pycnofi bers (Yang, et al., 
p. 24). The pycnofi ber fi laments were very much like mam-
mal hair, yet homologous to the bird down feathers used to 
stuff  pillows. [Homologus means that the picnofi bres are 
presumed to share a common origin with feathers.] Their 
hair was so unique that it is believed to have evolved in-
dependently on pterosaurs and no other animal. The hair 
likely functioned to improve the aerodynamic qualities of  
their body, and also facilitated tactile sensing, signaling, and 
even thermoregulation.

Unlike feathered birds, pterosaur “wings” were con-
structed from leathery membranes similar to the wings of  
bats, which are the only fl ying mammals! New fossil ptero-
saurs discovered in Germany in 2001 were so well-pre-
served that even the wing structure details were visible. We 
now know that their wing membranes were very complex 
structures designed for eff ective fl ight. Also, like all reptiles, 
all “early pterosaurs had teeth” (Veldmeijer, et al., 2012. 
pp. 55-56).

Since the fi rst study of  pterosaurs in 1784, a great deal 
of  research has been completed in the last century. Yet 
much about these creatures is still unknown (Hone, 2013, 
p. 1366). For example, were they warm or cold blooded? 
What was the function of  the long colorful crests on the 
top of  their heads? Possibilities include a result of  sexual 
selection, a means of  staying cool, or a steering aid. The 
fact that their crests vary greatly according to species in-

dicates they have a display function to 
help them identify other members of  
their species.

Pterosaur Evolution
Because they are diff erent in several 

major ways from both birds and lizards, 
a major problem is pterosaur evolu-
tion (Witton, 2013). It is even diffi  cult 
to speculate where they evolved from, 
or to identify their possible transitional 
forms. Professor Veldmeijer, et al., write 
that where they evolved “is not condu-
cive to fossilization, which means our 
quest for these pterosaur ancestors may 
be in vain.” (Veldmeijer, et al., 2012, p. 
55). The fact that an estimated 110 spe-
cies of  pterosaurs have been discovered 
argues that they could not have evolved 
in locations “not conducive to fossiliza-
tion.” This claim is made to excuse the 
fact that the fossil record does not pro-
vide even a hint of  their evolu-
tion. 

Since no plausible com-
mon ancestor exists, Darwin-
ists postulate that most of  
their traits “were not inherited 
from a common ancestor, but 
result from convergent evolu-
tion!” (Unwin, 2006, p. 7). 
This means their many major 
unique traits evolved separate-
ly from close to scratch! If  so, 
their presumed long evolution 
from, for example, no wings to 
their large functional wings, 
should be well-documented in 
the fossil record. Irreducible 
complexity is also a major problem in 
pterosaur evolution. As noted by Pe-
ters, “Successful powered fl ight would 
have been possible only after a critical 
wing size had been achieved” (Peters, 
2001, p. 277). 

Of  the comparatively good ptero-
saur fossil record “evidence of  ptero-
saur [evolution]… seems to be com-
pletely and utterly absent: Not a single 
thin-walled bone, or shard of  a wing-
fi nger bone, has yet been found,” says 
David Unwin, the world’s leading ex-
pert on pterosaur evolution (2006, pp. 
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233-234). As a confirmed evolutionist, 
Professor Unwin believes they must have 
evolved, so asks “when did these cur-
rently invisible [evolutionary] changes 
occur?” His answer is that perhaps the 
“Pterosaur experienced an evolutionary 
‘big bang,’” meaning the evolution of  a 
wing from a limb happened so rapidly 
that the thousands of  changes required 
to change a leg into a functional wing 
were not, or were very rarely, recorded 
in the fossil record (Unwin, 2006, p. 
233). The fact is, no evidence of  their 
evolution exists in the fossil record, and 
the most straight forward logical answer 
is that the first pterosaur was a fully-
formed pterosaur.

Researchers early on questioned if  
their strange design allowed them to 
actually fly. Consequently, they con-
structed several scale models to test this 
ability. They concluded that these huge 

animals not only could fly, but 
they were expert flyers in spite 
of  the enormous size of  the 
larger species. Evolutionists 
claim they were the first known 
animal to fly. And, as this re-
search showed, they were per-
fectly designed for highly ef-
fective flight. Yet we have no 
examples of  preflight animals 
that perfected flight leading up 
to the flying pterosaurs. 

All known possible evolu-
tionary precursors to ptero-
saurs were well-designed for 
either terrestrial life or flight, 
and no clear intermediate 

creatures existed between the pre-
cursors to flight and the flyers. Al-
most the entire design of  a terrestrial 
animal would have to be modified to 
enable it to convert from a terrestrial 
to a flying animal (Lü, et al. 2010,). 
The best guess where they evolved 
from back in deep time, which is 
highly debated, is that their early an-
cestor was a Scleromochlus, an animal 
with the body of  a lizard with long, 
thin legs like a whooping crane that 
look nothing like a pterosaur. Some 
transitions of  minor traits though, 

have been uncovered. For example, Darwinopterus has been 
posited as a transition bridging the former gap between a 
long-tailed basal form and a short-tailed form derived from 
members of  Pterodactyloidea (Unwin, 2010, pp. 68-69). As 
imagination is unconstrained by the fossil record, specula-
tion is rampant. For example, Peters concluded “contrary to 
traditional thinking, the wings of  pterosaurs appeared last, 
not first among their adaptations. The wings of  pterosaurs 
appear to have been secondarily adapted for flight after first 
appearing as foldable membranes, employed in display, bluff, 
or vertical running escapes” (Peters, 2001, p. 299).

Why They Became Extinct
The reason they became extinct is also debated, as well 

as even if  they have become extinct. Occasionally, sightings 
are claimed by persons such as ornithologists or airline pi-
lots that are somewhat convincing. Most claimed sightings, 
though, have not been carefully documented, ideally with a 
Pterosaur body as proof. It is also hard to verify the identity 
of  creatures sighted from a distance since they look very 
much like a large bird. Judgements of  their size are also 
difficult because, when in the sky, there is rarely something 
of  known size to compare it with to estimate size (Hone, 
2013). Another problem is that many pterosaurs were the 
size of  a robin, others the size of  a small plane. 

Intriguing rock carvings suggest these flying monsters 
could have survived well into modern times. Since no clear 
proof  exists that they are extinct, the assumption is that 
some, possibly smaller pterosaur species, may have sur-
vived. What is clear, however, is that there is no sign of  any 
evolutionary ancestors. This wonderful design appeared 
fully functional in the fossil record.
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It was a surprise to read in the Sep-
tember 17 issue of  Nature1 that fruit 
fl ies have some interesting things to 

teach us in the fi eld of  technological 
applications of  extremely thin protec-
tive coatings.

For this story, we focus on their 
beautiful red eyes. Like all insects, fruit 
fl ies have compound eyes consisting 
of  multiple miniature light receptors 
which focus on one spot at the back 
of  the eye. We immediately notice that 
these compound eyes tend to bulge 
outward, or at least they are highly ex-
posed. There are no eyelids to protect 
them from damage and/or to protect 
them from glare. It was back in the 
1960s and 1970s that biologists began 
to notice that insect eyes seem to have 
some protection after all. Depend-
ing upon the lifestyle of  the insect, 
their eyes seem to have anti-refl ective 
or anti-adhesive protection. An anti-
refl ective coating allows more light to 
be transmitted through a transparent 
layer than would normally occur.  And 
an anti-adhesion coating repels water 
from such a surface.

Apparently, there are many ap-
plications in industry where artifi cial 
nanocoatings are essential. [Anything 
on a nano scale is almost down to the 
level of  individual molecules.] These 
applications include electronics, auto-

motive, marine, aerospace and medi-
cal devices.3 Unfortunately, current 
industrial and commercial nanocoat-
ing technologies exhibit limited ver-
satility and they use non-eco-friendly 
methods and materials.2 However, 
work with insect eyes, and specifi cally 
the eyes of  Drosophila species, reveal a 
world of  highly versatile, stable and 
eco-friendly nanocoatings. This study 
“identifi es how multifunctional nano-
coatings are created in nature and 
translates this knowledge into techno-
logical applications.”2 Apparently the 
fruit fl ies eff ortlessly manufacture the 
kinds of  products that industry expects 
to spend about fourteen billion dollars 
to obtain by 2027.3

It was partly to understand the biol-
ogy of  insects, and partly to learn how 
to expedite the industrial production 
of  surface nanocoatings, that this proj-
ect on Drosophila eyes was initiated. Ap-
parently, this fl y inhabits a wide variety 
of  habitats, everything from tropical 
forests, to deserts, to volcanic islands. 
This scientifi c team, from Switzerland 
and Russia, studied fourteen species 
of  Drosophila including our favourite 
Drosophila melanogaster. Depending on 
the lifestyle of  each species, the coat-
ings on the lenses of  the compound 
eyes varied from more anti-refl ective 
to more anti-adhesive. Interestingly, 
the insect eye nanocoatings appear in 
the developing embryo before the rest 
of  the eye appears.4 

When they examined all these fl y 
species, the scientists discovered that 
the nanocoatings exhibited diff erent 
surface textures. The anti-refl ective 
surfaces exhibited nipple-like protru-
sions, whereas the anti-adhesive sur-
faces exhibited ridges or even maze-
like structures built from the nipples. 
The scientists had expected that these 
diff erent patterns would refl ect what 
they assumed to be lines of  descent of  
the diff erent species (taxonomic sub-
groupings). This would be in keeping 
with evolutionary expectations. How-
ever, to their surprise, they found that 
the surface exhibited by each species 
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instead reflected their lifestyles, and 
not according to genetic relationships. 

Obviously, the fruit flies exhibit 
skills for manipulating nanocoatings  
that technologists do not possess. The 
current scientific team then adopted a 
hypothesis that the diversity of  surface 
textures in these coatings is the result 
of  pattern development. Alan Turing 
(1912-1954) had proposed that a reac-
tion-diffusion process can explain a lot 
of  patterns observed in biology. Most 
of  the observed patterns are much 
larger however. These include spa-
tially periodic patterns such as spots 
or stripes, hexagons, or spirals that we 
might see on animal skins. The cor-
neal coatings in insect eyes is the first 
case where the Turing process is pro-
posed for a nanoscale phenomenon.

Turing’s idea envisages two com-
pounds which mix together. The idea 
is that these substances diffuse into 
each other while at the same time in-
teracting and changing their properties 
as they proceed. The interaction be-
tween two substances is what produces 
the pattern.  In the case of  the insect 
eyes, the more of  the activator there 
is, the more nipples the nanocoating 
will exhibit (with better light transpar-
ency). The more inhibitor there is, the 
less transparent the coating will be, but 
the better it will be at repelling water. 
With this model in mind, the team set 
out to discover the identity of  com-
pounds which constitute the coating 
of  the fruit fly eyes. One of  the reasons 
that these scientists chose fruit flies was 
that the genomes of  these insects have 
been fully sequenced. 

The scientists began to look through 
the nucleotide sequences in each spe-
cies’ DNA to look for products con-
nected to eye biology. They suspected 
that the two compounds might be a 
protein and a wax. They were unable 
to identify the exact wax, but they did 
identify the protein. Retinin is an “un-
structured protein” with no specific 
folding pattern until it interacts with a 
wax. Then, depending upon the com-
position of  the wax, and the propor-

tion of  wax to protein, 
the nanolayer exhibits 
a more nippled surface 
or a more ridged sur-
face. Thus, they con-
cluded that “retinin 
and wax lipid(s) are 
the two components 
that jointly regulate 
the formation and the 
type of  corneal nano-
structure in Drosophila 
flies.”5 Additionally 
they suspect that the 
induced folding of  
retinin by the wax 
leads to changes in the properties of  
the protein. By mixing the protein 
with different waxes and in different 
proportions, the team found that they 
could produce all sorts of  patterns. 
Their bio-inspired nanocoatings were 
stable, withstanding intensive washing.  
Thus, they declared “Diverse nano-
coatings result in diverse functions.”3   

Through this study, these scientists 
have demonstrated a way to produce 
protective coatings which are thin, ef-
fective, resistant to damage and very 
economical. Once again technologists 
find that they can improve their de-
signs by learning from the Creation. 
Alan Turing did not invent such pro-
cesses, he merely hypothesized how 
natural patterns might develop. The 
interesting thing is that the insect world 

already applies such relationships and 
processes in order to produce precise 
products. Who knew that the fruit flies 
zinging around your kitchen, enjoy the 
benefit of  high tech sunglasses. Now 
for sure, my friends will revise their 
negative opinions of  these flies with 
the beautiful eyes!
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